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1 INTRODUCTION
In their recent presentation, Gebru and Torres [2023] relate how Gebru, originally an electrical
engineer, came from criticizing technical aspects of machine learning models to discovering and
making explicit the underlying ideologies that drive the latest advances of machine learning.
The leaders of the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI), they say, are influenced by the TESCREAL1
bundle of ideologies. These ideologies view machine learning as a key enabler to artificial general
intelligence (AGI), a god-like entity that can bring both utopia and apocalypse to mankind.While the
debate around AI and its future is raging and goes beyond the scope of this paper, the presentation
of Gebru struck me particularly as I share the externality of her point of view. Indeed, I was trained
in formal methods–a subfield of computer science close to its theoretical foundations and aimed
at raising the level of assurance of critical software–and entered incidentally the intersection of
Computer Science (CS) and Law. This intersection is dominated by the field of AI & Law, as per the
names of the eponym flagship journal and main conference (International Conference on Artificial
Intelligence and Law, ICAIL).

Why is AI dominating this intersection? As new academic venues like ACM’s CS & Law conference,
the Programming Languages and the Law (ProLaLa) workshop and the CRCL conference and
journal are emerging for scholars at the intersection of CS and Law, the consensus around the
affiliation to the broader field of AI is being questioned. In this paper, I will investigate what the
affiliation to the field of AI means, ideologically and technically, for legal technology research. First,
I will make a link between the self-proclaimed goals of leading pieces of research in AI & Law
and two powerful ideologies that aim at defining the ideal form of government, legal formalism
and cybernetics. This link will help me emphasize the technological goals pursued by the field of
AI & Law, and why they create a tension with the rule of law and democratic decision-making
as explained by Hildebrandt [2020]. Second, I will analyse how the overreaching goals of AI &
Law have constrained the technological solutions put forward by the researchers into systems that
“want it all”. Finally, I will argue that pursuing systems that “want it all” is counterproductive both
technically but also socially as it delays the adoption of advanced legal technologies in domains
where it is really needed.

This position paper aims at sparking a debate in the community and maybe shuffle the priorities
of the field. More research will be needed to fully validate the claims that I make here, and I am
sure valid opposing arguments could be raised. But my personal position expressed in this paper
is that rather than frantically looking for a way of integrating the latest glowing artifact of AI
like ChatGPT into the existing AI & Law agenda, I would suggest that the field comes back to the
roots of the scientific method and starts building better evaluation frameworks for the output of its
research. By adapting its technical solutions to the imperative of the rule of law and the real needs

1Transhumanism, Extropianism, Singularitarianism, Cosmism, Rationalism, Effective Altruism, Longtermism.
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of the legal profession, a new era of applied research at the intersection of CS and Law could be
ushered.

2 THE TANTALIZING PROMISE OF GOVERNMENT BY MACHINES
In this section, I will take the leading scholars of AI & Law at their own words and try to make some
links with broader ideologies that share an ideal vision of government by machines. Conveniently,
the AI & Law journal just has published a retrospective of its three decades of existence in the form
of the articles by Governatori et al. [2022], Sartor et al. [2022] and Villata et al. [2022]. However, this
retrospective does not bring a reflexive point of view on the field and merely states which technical
solutions have been brought about by the community, not how the community had selected the
problems to solve.

Hence, I must look deeper into the position papers and opinion pieces of the leading scholars of
AI & Law to understand why they chose to tackle the formal representation of legal knowledge
of court decisions prediction. A first stop is the white paper by Genesereth [2015] that describes
the orientation for research done at CodeX, the Stanford center for legal informatics. At first,
Genesereth starts with a real-world problem: laws can be very complex and that affects compliance,
efficiency and trust. But then, without considering how actual lawyers and subjects of law deal
with legal complexity, he goes for textbook techno-solutionism: “fortunately, these problems are not
insurmountable. To the extent that they are information problems, they can be mitigated by information
technology”. The technical solution put forward here is computational law, which basically amounts
to build a formal representation of legal knowledge and have legal decisions computed from it. He
then lists examples where this has been put in practice, and acknowledges a fundamental limitation:
“the resolution of [the problem of the open texture of laws] is to limit the application of Computational
Law to those cases where such issues can be externalized or marginalized”. But this limitation does
not seem to prevent computational law to be deployed ubiquitously: “you are walking through
the woods of Maine and see an attractive flower. You take a photo with your iPhone. Your plant app
identifies it as a type of orchid and lets you know. At the same time, your legal app tells that, no, you
may not pick it”. Finally, going further than the ubiquitous use, Genesereth claims that “in a way,
Computational Law is the next step in the evolution of the legal system”. The discourse here ends on
a messianic note and computational law steps up from a technical solution to real-world problems
to the inevitable future of the legal solution.

When looking closely, we can see that computational law as touted by Genesereth is heir to the
old ideal of legal formalism. In our context, the important aspect of legal formalism is that laws
and their enforcement should follow logical rules and must not depend on contextual elements
that can change over time and place. Legal formalism is an old idea that peaked at the junction
of the XIXth and XXth centuries and was already back then criticized, for instance by Dewey
[1924]. But the field of AI, which was dominated at the end of the XXth century by the formal
representation of knowledge, quickly recognized that its goals coincided with legal formalism: “AI
and Law is much more than an applications area. Its concerns touch upon issues at the very heart of
AI: reasoning, representation, and learning. For the AI researcher interested in symbolic methods—or
methods of whatever stripe—that are focused on providing explanations and justifications, AI and Law
is an excellent arena” [Rissland et al. 2003]. Thus, the general promise of efficiency, accessibility
and uniformity of legal formalism are the primary motivations of legal knowledge representation
projects. Particularly, the effort to standardize the encoding of legal texts and rules in LegalRuleML
weaves these promises in the context of the Web: “legislators, legal practicioners, business managers
are, therefore, impeded from comparing, contrasting, integrating, and reusing the contents of the texts,
since any such activities are manual. [...] In doing so, the general norms and specific procedural rules
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in legislative documents, the conditions of services and business rules in contracts, and the information
about arguments and interpretation of norms in the judgements for case-law would be amenable to
such applications”. [Athan et al. 2013]. The formal representation of legal knowledge and concepts
is thus viewed as the gateway to finally access the benefits promised by legal formalism, though
this intervention of AI into Law and society in general gathered criticism early for its tendency to
conflate judgment with computation, as per the thesis of Weizenbaum [1976].

The specific uses for formal representations of legal knowledge are diverse: most AI & Law scholars
state that the intended use is to explain, justify, teach or better understand legal concepts. However,
once a formal representation is made, it can be used for more than that. In that sense, the applications
of AI & Law technologies can be qualified as opportunistic; once created under benign motivations,
an artefact can be repurposed for more involved applications. I will give here three examples of
this potential switch in applications for a given technology. First, the question of whether judges
should be replaced by the computer execution of a formal legal knowledge representation has been
asked in the past by D’Amato [1977]. Some AI & Law scholars have rejected this idea categorically:
“A juridical machine can thus only be an aid to the jurist and not a substitute for him. We shall have
no ‘electronic judges’ in the world to come, any more than we shall have a machine to rule us” [Mehl
1959]. But recently, replacing judges with machines has taken a very concrete outlook with the
advent machine-learning based prediction [Medvedeva et al. 2023]. As a good illustration, the
prediction tool for COVID-affected exceptional business rent exemptions by Parton et al. [2024],
officially supported by the Italian government, is first presented as a tool for explaining court
decisions, but then the authors note that it could be used as an assistant for judges, even though
nothing prevents the judge from simply taking the tool’s output as their final decision. Second,
a classic use for formal representations of legal knowledge is assistance to legal drafting: “an
executable, logic-based representation of rules and regulations can be used not only to apply the rules,
but to aid the process of drafting and redrafting the rules in the first place–a point that was made
by Allen [1956]” [Sergot et al. 1986]. But today the “assistance” to legal drafting is switching to
a madatory requirement that laws should be drafted in a “digital-ready” fashion, with explicit
guidelines about how the legal text should follow a precise logical structure. Indeed, Danemark
passed its Digital-Ready Legislation Act [Plesner and Justesen 2022], and the OECD [2019] and the
European Commission2 are supporting similar initiatives. Third, the rise (and fall) of blockchain
technology and its derivatives made the idea of automating contracts completely more realistic,
as noted by Crafa et al. [2023]: “Since parties are free to express their agreement in the language
and medium they choose (freedom of form, a principle shared by modern legal systems), drafting a
contract by using a programming language (rather than, as usual, natural language) seems a valuable
option. Advantages are in terms of speed-up, lack of ambiguity, and automatic and transparent
enforcement of the contractual clauses. For this reason, several projects are being developed for defining
programming languages to write legal contracts, e.g. [Basu et al. 2019; Contributors 2018; Dwivedi
et al. 2021; Foundation 2019; He et al. 2018; Merigoux et al. 2021; Wright et al. 2019]”3.

The tantalizing opportunity of using AI & Law applications beyond academic circles to directly
intervene in public policies is where AI & Law meets a second powerful ideology: cybernetics.
The science of systems founded in the second half of the XXth century was quickly endorsed

2See the “Digital-Ready Drafting” track at the SEMIC 2023 conference.
3Funnily, I have personally been approached by three different groups of people asking me how I could formalize into an
executable program the governance contract defining the rules of their Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO). I
had to go to great lengths to explain to them that it was a bad idea.
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by scholars that wanted to apply it to society and the State4. But before that, in France, Mehl
[1957] theorized how the State apparatus could benefit from cybernetic principles to increase the
efficiency of its administration: “the administration can thus be seen as a cybernetic system, but with
its own specific aspects. Administration operates solely on information. Its counterpart in the world
of machines is the ‘computer’, not the machine tool. Administrative information is rarely imprecise
and sometimes erroneous. Administrative action is altered by random phenoments. As a result, it
takes on the appearance of a a strategy”5. Later, Mehl and Breton [1970] and Catala et al. [1974]
created of one the first French legal databases in order to materialize the cybernetic ambitions of
automating the analysis of legal cases by the administration [Mehl 1959]. Knapp and Vrecion [1970]
corroborates this link between cybernetics and the nascent AI & Law techniques, and provides
more examples of similar projects in the USSR, Czechoslovakia and the United States. In Italy,
Contissa et al. [2021] relates the theoretical work of Frosini [1968, 1973] inspired by the same
ideas. More recently, cybernetics is has been making a comeback in AI & Law, for example through
the work of Bourcier [2017], Mehl’s former student, Potvin [2023]; Potvin et al. [2021] and their
idea of a computer infrastructure for distributing rules to actors, or Sileno [2016], that cites a
couple cybernetician references and explicitly takes a cybernetics approach: “[...] in order to fulfill
their mandate, the responsible authorities must put in place adequate activities to target known and
hypothetical non-compliance patterns, along with anticipatory, discovery mechanisms to unveil new
ones. But non-compliance is only half of the story. [...] In short, public administrations have to adapt
their allocation of resources and scheduling of activities in accordance with the social environment
in which they operates, and to the requirements set by the legal system”. The crux of the issue to
integrate AI & Law with cybernetics is to make a precise enough formal model of law and society
as a system to be able to analyze it. This modelling activity involves formalization and knowledge
representation, which is why the technological solutions developed in the context of AI & Law are
highly relevant for cybernetician endeavours.

So far, we have emphasized the links of the AI & Law community with two powerful ideologies:
legal formalism and cybernetics. These links all point to a shared goal, which is building models or
formal representations of law and the objects it regulates, in order to first explain and justify existing
phenomena, and maybe later to automate aspects of the legal system and the administration of
society. While AI & Law projects are careful when stating their ambitions and most scholars would
reject the literal idea of government by machines when asked about it, it becomes evident that the
field is attracted to an utopia where law is formally codified and instantly accessible through digital
mediation, automatically enforced and applied without bias and enables a very efficient society
where uncertainty, risk, frictions and delays are reduced to a minimum. I will not discuss here
whether that utopia is desirable or not; however I can remind some of the contradictions between
this utopia and the rule of law as it exists currently in democratic societies. I would refer the reader
to the formidable work of the COHUBICOL typology [Diver et al. 2022] for more analysis and
examples about this. Personally, I believe these contradictions are best evident when analysing the
proposition of Fraser [2021] and de Sousa and Andrews [2019] based on their experience advising
the Australian and New Zealand government: for better efficiency and automatic enforceability, a
“rules as code” [Mohun and Roberts 2020] or “better rules” approach should be adopted. The core of
this approach is “[...] the use of the multidisciplinary team that includes people skilled in policy, legal,
business rules, drafting, programming and service design, working together in an iterative fashion to

4The infamous Cybersyn experiment in Allende’s Chile [Medina 2006] showed how information technology could power
the new infrastructure required to control a whole national economy based on rational algorithmic principles and control
theory with feedback loops.
5My translation from French.
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develop rules” [Fraser 2021]. Here, “rules” is used in a very broad sense, as the presentation purposely
blurs the institutional divisions that comes with the rule of law. “By collocating with drafters and
coders, this group can then simultaneously co-draft human and machine readable versions of the rules
for testing — with humans and machines. This allows for more holistic modelling of impacts, and
provides and the opportunity to test the coded rules with end users (regulated entities, service providers,
etc.) before publication” [de Sousa and Andrews 2019]. Inspired by the Agile [Beck et al. 2001]
methodology for producing software, this co-drafting and co-implementing of the rules (legislation)
basically wants to put together the lawmaker, the administration and the subjects of legislation in
a room to develop together the law and the way it will be enforced. This proposal actually goes
against centuries of political philosophy where separation of powers is considered as a core pillar
of the rule of law. Indeed, what happens when the interests of the lawmakers, administration and
subjects of the legislation are not aligned? The separation of powers and deliberative assemblies
allow diverging interests to be reconciled with compromises while avoiding conflicts of interests,
something the “rules as code” or “better rules” approach ignores completely (or claims to solve with
complete transparency of the source code implementing the rules). I do not deny that the separation
of powers and current institutional schemes can entail some inefficiencies, but I personally believe
that these do not warrant throwing the rule of law out with the pivot to more digital-friendly
practice.

Hence, the technologies developed in the field of AI & Law share the common goal of modelling
law and society to get closer to the benefits of the tantalizing promise of government by machines.
What are the (practical) results since the 1980’s? So far, not much; as pointed already by Oskamp
and Lauritsen [2002] who justify the lack of success by two reasons (summarized). First, law is too
complex and hard to model. Second, the users (lawyers) are too conservative and illiterate about
technology. “For most of the past fifteen years practicing lawyers and AI researchers appear to have
been locked into parallel worlds of theoretically uninspiring implementations and tiny brittle research
applications. Robust traffic across that disciplinary divide has yet to develop.” That was true in 2002
and, I claim, to some extent still true in 2023, so perhaps there is a deeper explanation behind the
two reasons provided here.

3 TECHNICAL SYSTEMS THATWANT IT ALL
I claim here that because of the utopian nature of the goals set by the field of AI & Law to itself, it has
been compelled to only research technologies that are all-encompassing, attempting to solve every
problem at once while twisting the practice of the rule of law. In a nutshell, AI & Law technical
systems “want it all” and it is the cause of their lack of success in the real world. To back up this
claim, I will discuss technical aspects based on the AI & Law recent retrospective by Governatori
et al. [2022], Sartor et al. [2022] and Villata et al. [2022].

In the first decade, the focus of AI & Law was discovering the logical features necessary to formally
represent laws, norms, regulations, court cases and argumentations. This focus yielded several
key theoretical results (deontic logic, defeasible logic, argumentation schemes, isomorphism) that
constitute an efficient state of the art for legal formalization. However, and since the beginning,
the confrontation between theory and practice yields poor results: “Sergot et al. [1991] argued
that it is appropriate to follow an isomorphic approach if the legislation is itself well structured,
but otherwise this approach might become cumbersome. However, legislation is very often not well
structured. In such a case, isomorphism would lead to a poorly structured knowledge base, one which
fails to correspond to the ‘real world’ problem.” [Governatori et al. 2022]. The crux of the issue
is that law does not always conform to the expectations of legal formalism: some enacted and
enforced norms may be contradictory or ill-conceived, but they are nonetheless in force. This
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problems is solved through social processes, where parties chose an interpretation that suits their
interest. A vague or ambiguous regulation can even be made on-purpose to serve the interest
of the regulator [Torny 2005]. Hence, AI & Law projects tackling real-world legal situation with
knowledge representation tools are forced into a dilemma, that I will illustrate with quotes from
the seminal AI & Law paper by Sergot et al. [1986].

(1) Either developers simplify the model to avoid the complexity of the real-world and stay
within the realm of what is formalisable but then the model loses a lot of its utility: “the
simplest way to handle vagueness is to assume that the vague concepts always apply and to
use this assumption to generate qualified answers”.

(2) Or developers complexify the model by incorporating more and more bits of real practice
into the model. However this may require escalading weird logical features to account
for the irrationality of reality, at the risk of rendering the model unusable (impossible to
execute or maintain it): “a more sophisticated approach might combine this with the use of
rules of thumb that reduce vague concepts to concrete ones, but are not guaranteed to cover all
cases. The rules of thumb arise from the analysis of previous cases. We deliberately avoided
such complications and chose the simpler alternative in our implementation of the act”.

Because of the influence of the ideologies discussed in the previous section, AI & Law scholars
need their model to be as precise and rich as possible to preserve their potential for infinite reuse
into all areas of applications. Hence, they usually want to choose option (2) of the dilemma, unless
they hit the hard technological limitations of their tools, in which case they stick with option (1).
Consequently, most AI & Law scholars tend to choose technological platforms that allow for very
general and open-ended computer modelling. During the first decade of AI & Law, at the turn of the
1990’s, the most versatile formal modelling tool around was Prolog [Colmerauer and Roussel 1996],
which is not surprising as the goal of Prolog was to be the ultimate meta-language in which to
declare formal systems. But modelling versatility in computer science tools comes with trade-offs.
For example, running Prolog programs requires the use of a Horn clauses solver that requires a
heavy runtime and may be a source of inefficiency. While it is possible to write efficient programs in,
for example, SWI-Prolog [Wielemaker et al. 2012], the efficiency is conditioned by the use of a very
strict subset of the features of Prolog that is correctly optimized by the interpreter, a subset that
may not match what is required to elegantly and concisely model the law. Moreover, the diversity
of opinions and research projets around Prolog transformed it into family of languages [Körner
et al. 2022, Tables 1 and 2] that share a common core, but where each has its strengths, weaknesses
and quirks. Furthermore, there isn’t yet a consensus in the AI & Law community about the exact
variant of Prolog to be used. For instance, new AI & Law projects by Arias et al. [2021] or Lim et al.
[2022] have switched to using Answer Set Programming (ASP) or its variants, ASP being itself a
variant of Prolog with a completely different semantics and set of implementations.

The diversification and non-interoperability of models built by AI & Law projects attracted the
attention of another branch of the AI research community, focused on semantic representations and
ontologies. This shift corresponds to the second decade of the AI & Law retrospective, and at first
the goal of introducing ontologies is well circumscribed by Breuker et al. [2004]: “an ontology makes
explicit the concepts and their properties one is committed to in modeling a domain. Note that we do
not consider an ontology itself to be a model of a domain: it is used to have unambiguous and shared
terms in the model”. So then, ontologies could be viewed as a soft tool for aligning diverses models
into interoperability. As such, they were object of great developments in the 2000’s and 2010’s.
For instance, Barabucci et al. [2010] and Palmirani and Vitali [2011] designed Akoma Ntoso, an
ontology for structuring the presentation of legal documents around the world, which then became
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an UN-endorsed [Peroni et al. 2017] standards adopted by many legal publication offices around
the world. The success of this ontology relies on its very low semantic content: its killer features
are the ability to declare precisely what is a paragraph, a list, a document, etc. and cross-reference
these items. Akoma Ntoso as an ontology does not try to express what the law means, but merely
how it is structured. Thus, it falls short of actually modelling the law in the sense of the ideologies
discusses in the previous section.

But more generally, as a true dual-use technology and a very versatile modelling tool, ontologies
can also turn themselves into the formal models they were meant to align: “as ontologies contain
generic knowledge, cost-effective knowledge engineering may benefit from its reuse potential. Indeed,
one can argue that the use of ontologies in AI comes from research in the late 80s and 90s that aimed at
improving knowledge engineering by creating ‘well-structured’ knowledge bases that would not only
solve the problem at hand but be more maintainable, easier to extend, etc. In this sense, ontologies are
then very much an engineering tool. This role of ontologies implies the use of an inference engine that
is used to conclude specific goals” [Breuker et al. 2004]. Here, the tantalizing opportunity to expand
the use of ontologies in the legal domain into more computationally involved uses thrived: “there
is urgent need to find a robust and expressive XML annotation, compliant with the Semantic Web
technologies, able to meet all the unique particular aspects rising from the legal domain and in the
same time close the gap between legal text descriptions, using XML techniques, and norms modeling,
in order to realize an integrated and self-contained representation of legal resources available on the
Web” [Palmirani et al. 2011]6. One of the most salient work in this line of research led to the creation
of the LegalRuleML ontology [Athan et al. 2015] on top of Akoma Ntoso, which embarked all the
logical features needed for legal formalisation discovered in the previous decade. In a grand finale
proof of concept, Palmirani and Governatori [2018] present the integration of all the ontology-based
tools to showcase an example of a legal model of GDPR being used for automatically enforcing it
(on a specific platform). However, this proof of concept is criticized by Novotná and Libal [2022]:
“[...] they do not deal with multiple interpretations and they do not specify the cooperation with legal
experts. Secondly, they don’t provide use examples and any evaluation of correctness or usability of the
system.”

As Figure 1 depicts, the actual technological artefact behind this tour de force is made of a dozen
different software tools interacting with each other, making up a complex architecture that required
years of infrastructure building, typical of the high-modernist (in the sense of Scott [1998]) approach
to computer science that I criticize in my PhD dissertation [Merigoux 2021]. “In our framework,
presented below, we find LIME and RAWE [Palmirani et al. 2013], which are two web editors (JavaScript)
capable of semi-automatically marking up the text in Akoma Ntoso and the manually formalized
norms in LegalRuleML. PrOnto [Palmirani et al. 2018] is a legal ontology for modelling GDPR concepts
and axioms. It feeds concepts and predicates to the legal rule-modelling layer in order to make the
formalization consistent and harmonized. Regorous [Governatori 2015] is a tool (written in Java) that
makes it possible to design BPMN 2.0 and to connect each step of the process with the legal rules. Regorous
provides an API to SPINdle [Lam and Governatori 2009], a defeasible legal reasoning engine. Regorous
presents at the end the results of compliance checking in a user interface for the end user” [Palmirani
and Governatori 2018]. The problem with this approach is that in the process of creating this
integrated platform for modelling GDPR and its evolutions in time to enforce it automatically,
the authors have ended up reimplementing a whole dedicated software engineering toolchain
that relies on ad-hoc tools that do not interoperate with standard software engineering tools. The
ontology inference engine used to actually execute the LegalRuleML annotations may entail a

6A similar quote can be found in [Palmirani et al. 2009].
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significant refactor of an existing IT system in order to be used in real-world applications. The
LegalRuleML rules are themselves a de facto form of source code that can only be edited and viewed
through custom editors and visualizers, that may not support all the features of modern standard
code editors. For instance, there is no version control system for this source code (though the rules
themselves track code of the versions of the law)7. Ironically, the ontology architecture made for
aligning legal standards goes against the Unix philosophy that underlies a lot of modern software
engineering best practices: “Write programs that do one thing and do it well. Write programs to work
together. Write programs to handle text streams, because that is a universal interface” [Raymond 2003].
Simply put, integrating the toolchain of Palmirani and Governatori [2018] in an existing IT system
is highly disruptive technically and its ability to scale up is not yet demonstrated.

Fig. 1. Legal Tools Architecture, quoted from [Palmirani and Governatori 2018]

But this paradox is not surprising, as all big ontology-making endeavours are doomed to becoming
more and more integrated and monolith-like as they approach actual real-world usage8. This was
already mentioned by Breuker et al. [2004]: “An interesting problem that arises is the introduction
of an inference bias. Valente et al. [1999] show that ontological choices are strongly influenced by
the purpose of the ontology. That is, the same knowledge will be structured or formalized differently
depending of how it will be used by the reasoner in reaching the desired conclusions in a specific context.
This indicates that reusability is a good idea, but it can never be accomplished completely”. This critic
is put in even clearer terms by Brewster and O’Hara [2004]. I add here two points to the argument.
First, that the inference bias also translates to a technological bias for ontologies as software
artifact that tend to build separate ecosystems from the rest of software engineering, preventing
them from harvesting the scale-up benefits coming from the huge infrastructure investments
made in standardized software engineering tooling. Second, that the technological bias leads to
7I have personally been able to inspect the core rules infrastructure of a major payroll editor. As they went with a no-code
approach based on rules modelling not unlike Palmirani and Governatori [2018], they put all their rules in a database without
versioning them. Now they have huge business problems with maintaining their system as they cannot use branches, merge
requests, continuous integration but instead only have a “dev” and “prod” version of the rules database.
8Personally, I experienced this during an internship in 2015 at a defense contractor that tasked me with building an ontology
to interoperate different message text formatting systems in use by army equipments. As I was writing a message translator
using SPARQL queries, I suffered from the poor software engineering environment and the inability to interoperate with
anything. After I left, nobody used my working proof of concept and stuck with using an XSLT-based transformation engine
with hand-written XSLT translation rules. The hand-writing of the rules continued to burn-out dozens of engineers per
year long after I left.
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a bias in the users of the technological tools: rather than being usable directly by either lawyers
or programmers, the tools require both lawyers and programmers to learn new concepts (logic
programming, ontologies, defeasability, deontic logic, etc.) before they can put the tools to use.
The risk is that these artifact meant as reusable and accessible models create a third class of
model-makers, distinct from lawyers and programmers, that act as an intermediary and barrier
that controls how the worlds of CS and Law interact with each other.

These developments strike a heavy blow to the dream ofmachine-consumable and infinitely reusable
legal modelling that would be conform to the shared utopia of legal formalism and cybernetics.
Consequently, the third decade of AI & Law retrospective is dominated by machine learning
approaches that aim to directly solve a specific task without going through the intermediate step
of making a general, reusable model of the law being analyzed first. However, the hopes have been
recently revived by the latest developments in AI & Law’s parent field, namely generative Large
Language Models (LLMs) such as ChatGPT. Spearheading this research effort is Stanford CodeX’s
Doulcet [2023] that has tried to use ChatGPT to directly generate a formal and reusable model of the
law from the legal text. However, he quickly realized that the reusable model he created that way
was less efficient than using ChatGPT to translate directly legal texts to specific pieces of executable
code instead: “[...] once you can automatically translate any piece of legislation/contract into code, the
most interoperable format is the words themselves. And as the cost of building a code representation
of a legal text goes down, you care less about reusability of your legislation model for multiple use
cases. [...] Instead we need to build systems that automatically transform legal text into some code in a
popular programming language that solves the task at hand. Using popular programming language, it
is easier to let the LLM generate the code (it likely already knows Python or Typescript), and we get
better tooling!”. According to Doulcet’s observations, technology may have gone full circle and in
the end, the correct way of modelling the legal text is... the legal text itself. More pragmatically,
tenants of logic programming and ontologies are currently trying to integrate LLMs into their
modelling processes, in order to compensate the limits of their technology of choice and try and
finally achieve the dream of machine-consumable and infinitely reusable legal modelling. But is this
dream really desirable? Is it worth spending another decade of collective work trying to achieve it
at the expense of other goals for the research at the intersection of CS and Law? Here, it is useful to
recall the analysis by Leith [2016] about the fall of the movement of legal expert systems powered
by logic programming in the 1990’s: “why was there optimism, was there ever any success, and–if
as I suggest–there was none, then why was such a huge extravaganza of funding for expert systems
research in a field (legal technology) which has been practically starved of funding in all the other
decades outwith the 1980’s? I tried to answer these questions in my Formalism in AI and Computer
Science [Leith 1990], suggesting that the focus on the machine rather than the user had led technicians
into fields which they little understood, and I still believe that was the underlying reason for the decade.
[...] the AI community now rewrite their AI projects to suit funders who are less keen on the AI approach
- XML technology being one such funding source”.

4 WANTING IT ALL IS A COUNTERPRODUCTIVE APPROACH
From now, I will try to generalize some arguments from the critique of the technical systems
made in the previous section, about why the dream of creating machine-consumable and infinitely
reusable legal models is counterproductive. These arguments are not philosophical or related to
how the rule of law should be respected or not, but very much technically-oriented and come from
the experience of engineering and applied science best practices. By providing these new ideas to
the debate, I hope to reframe the current antagonism of bold disruptive technologist vs. conservative
and scientifically illiterate lawyers with the more nuanced proposition that good engineering and
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legal technological work will benefit from detaching from the ideologically-imposed goals and
methods discussed in the previous sections. First, I’ll argue that a general-purpose legal model can
never be precise enough to cover the precision needs of critical applications. Second, infinitely
reusable legal modelling is an unscoped system that is impossible to evaluate correctly, thus evading
any rigorous scientific process. Third, the quest for the all-encompassing model requires to put a
lot of infrastructure work upfront before reaping the benefits, which also means wasting a lot of
time if the approach end up not working.

My first argument builds on the notion of inferencing bias of Valente et al. [1999]: “knowledge is
usually modeled with certain types of inferences in mind. For example, if we expect to use the Loom
classifier to infer whether or not two interval smeet (that is, (meets int1 int2)), we need to add
enough information in the definition of the relation meets to enable the classifier to use it. If, however,
we only want to assert that the intervals meet and use this information for other inferences, it is
enough to state the range and domain of the meets relation”. Similarly, real-world applications of AI
& Law need to worry about number representations, rounding errors, data structure layout, error
handling, null data, etc. All of these actually change the result returned to the user, so the question
becomes: what is the level of precision we expect from AI & Law tools? I would argue that the
killer applications of AI & Law are also the ones where the stakes are high and we need computer
precision to compensate for human deficiencies. But an all-encompassing, reusable model is more
likely to spread out its precision and accuracy over its diverse uses. Minimizing the precision
problem saying that the tool is only here to “assist” is not satisfactory in my opinion: a tool for
which you have to commit a lot of infrastructure and time to get answers that are often wrong is
not convivial in the sense of Illich and Lang [1973].

The second argument points out the impossibility to correctly evaluate the usefulness of per-
formance of a general, infinitely-reusable model (of law or of something else). This is a broader
problem for the field of AI. The evaluation problem in the field of AI & Law is correctly pointed by
Novotná and Libal [2022]: “In [Cohen and Howe 1988], the authors state that the evaluation of the
experiments and the methods ‘expedites the understanding of available methods and so their integration
into further research’. The authors in [Conrad and Zeleznikow 2015] argue, that ‘a performance-based
ethic signifies a level of maturity and scientific rigor within a community’. However, the meta-analysis
of research studies in the field of artificial intelligence and law in [Conrad and Zeleznikow 2013, 2015;
Hall and Zeleznikow 2001] shows that great part of studies does not contain any kind of evaluation
whatsoever”. Machine learning researchers have addressed the evaluation problem by building
shared benchmarks and evaluation metrics like Imagenet [Deng et al. 2009]. These benchmarks
have biases and may lead to overfitting models, but they are a necessary step for advancing the
field. Works by Holzenberger et al. [2020] or Guha et al. [2023] are starting to fill that gap but the
practice should extend to non-machine-learning-based AI & Law too. Otherwise, the field’s quest
will be similar to the unscoped quest for AGI described by Gebru and Torres [2023].

The third argument concerns the very prospective nature of making general models that we hope
can be reused afterwards. AI & Law projects that start without having identified precisely who
are the users and who are the developers of their tools are most likely doomed to miss any target
they later set for themselves. The technical choices should follow the needs of the users and not
vice-versa. By choosing architectures and objectives with only the dreams legal formalism and
cybernetics in mind, the field will continue hitting hard barriers for adoptions by institutions and
companies that operate under different ideologies and conceptions of legal practice. While the
theoretical foundation of AI & Law have been deeply studied, the applied research branch of the
field is missing killer applications and adoption. In applied research, it is not sufficient to “propose
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an innovative architecture” or “offer some ideas on whether certain techniques can help users”; the
goal is to have technical solutions battle-tested and some of them ultimately adopted to become
industry standards.

5 CONCLUSION: BRING BACK THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD
I personally come from a research field–formal methods–whose relationship with applied research
and practical applications is difficult [MacKenzie 2004]. Formal methods, coincidentally, are also
a scientific discipline born out of the early field of AI. But today, formal methods have dropped
their affiliation to AI and have resolutely chosen concrete areas of applications: critical software,
embedded systems, model checking, etc. Some tools from formal methods have become industry
standards in railroads, avionics, the nuclear sector, etc. At the same time, the theoretical activity in
formal methods is still significant, and we’re starting too see thirty-years-old theoretical foundations
(such as linear logic by Girard [1987]) being used as the basis for popular programming languages
(such as Rust). What I retain from my experience in formal methods is the healthy divide between
the evaluation criteria for theoretical vs. applied research, even when faced with contributions that
are basically formalisms or models. If your contribution is theoretical, then you must show how it
is more expressive, concise, elegant, etc. than related work. If your contribution is applied, then you
must show how it is more performant, practical, adopted, etc. than related work. Negative results
can be contributions but only if the paper explains why the results are negative and what we can
learn from it (other than something does not work). In short, follow the scientific method! Deviating
from it threatens the ability of the field to weed out unproductive approaches and allocates its
research ressources optimally. And if funding bodies continue to be fascinated by legal formalism,
cybernetics or the tantalizing promise of government by machines, then it is up to us, as peers in
our scholarly venues, and not as cogs of a system caught up in a feedback loop, to judge the value
of contributions, with technical and legal sharpness alike.
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